CAREERS BEYOND ACADEMIA:
INSIGHTS FROM PROFESSIONALS WITH GRADUATE DEGREES
MAY 21, 2018 @ HUB 332, UW SEATTLE CAMPUS
CO-SPONSORED BY CORE PROGRAMS IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, GPSS, AND FIUTS

SCHEDULE

4:30P.M. WELCOME, CORE PROGRAMS IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
4:35P.M. STRUCTURED NETWORKING BY ZIYAN BAI
4:45P.M. PANELISTS SHARING INSIGHTS – MODERATED BY MATTHEW ADEIZA
          SUMIT BASU, PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER, MICROSOFT
          TYLER CORWIN, SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, CASEY FAMILY PROGRAMS
          TANYA DAIGLE, SCIENTIST, ALLEN INSTITUTE FOR BRAIN SCIENCE
          JESSE FREEDMAN, OPERATIONS LEAD, GOOGLE
          NATHALIE VOISIN, STAFF RESEARCH SCIENTIST, PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORATORY
5:30P.M. Q&A
5:35P.M. NETWORKING WITH PANELISTS
6:00P.M. CLOSING & INFORMAL NETWORKING

STRUCTURED NETWORKING QUESTIONS (2rounds)

Introduce yourself (name, degree program, and career aspirations). Please discuss the following questions:

1. What is one thing you learned from graduate school that could be applied to working in either industry, government, or non-profit organizations?
2. What are two things you would like to learn from the panelists today?